Woodland Schools – reception
Willow planting and fence building- 29.11.16
Key Value: responsibility
When we were getting ready the blue hats had run out and there was only a pink one left. Francis – Colour doesn’t
matter. He put on the pink hat. We talked about the seasons on the way to camp. Isla – its winter now. In the Autumn
the leaves start changing colour but they’re all gone now. Scarlett – it gets colder. Georgia – Christmas is in Winter.

Ella – We’re looking for
treasure. Francis – It will be
a treasure box. They spent a
while looking at the bottom
of each tree to see if there
was any treasure.
William – We’re mettling again. It cuts the wood
off. James – We’re making our own fence. They
worked really well as a team, counting hits so
everyone had a fair turn. Oliver – We have a
mettling machine.
Ella –
Something has
been eating
these leaves.
She thought I
rabbit.

Francis – there were tractor lines
when we came in. Look there is the
tractor that made them. It must
have gone in the field.

Me – What is responsibility? Josh – when you look
after things. William – We look after the woods. Isla –
We look after the animals.

All the children were able to correctly
identify beech and sycamore leaves.

The children worked
quickly to continue the
fence that the nursery
children had started.
They worked together
to collect sticks and
carefully weaved them
in the fence. ‘We’ll need
2 or 3 people to carry
these sticks.’

We talked about how we can look
after the birds in the winter. They
said they needed food and
somewhere warm to sleep. They
made cheerio rings for the birds to
eat.

Scarlett – I liked making the bird feeder because I filled it up and twisted it around all by myself.
Oliver – I enjoyed everything because it is fun.
William – I liked making my fence and mettling because you can get sticks.
Josh – I liked making the fence because it’s like a real builder.
Ella – I liked digging because it is awesome.
Francis – I enjoyed coming to camp because it’s cool.
James – I liked making the fence I liked putting the sticks on and collecting them.
Isla – I liked making the fence because I liked everything.
Georgia – I enjoyed everything because it is exciting.

